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The GWT INTEWA system (intelligent water system) is producing out of any 
surface or ground water up to 24.000 liter disinfected and drinkable water 
per day, completely self-sufficient.

«Our Mission: Safe water, Everywhere, Anytime. 
Our system: An automatic, sustainable, reliable, almost maintenance free and energy efficient 

water disinfection system; the best water system ever developed»

Wolfgang Kraus - Executive Director
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The GWT system had been developed in Germany, Italy and Thailand in the 
last 10 years by our experts in electrolysis water treatment, solar energy and 
business development. GWT is based in Munich, Germany, and Bangkok, 
Thailand.
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The built in Microfiltration is filtering particles as small as 0,1µ. 
This is filtering out most bacteria and particles, but is leaving the                    
minerals in the water that are important for health as water is the 
most important nutrition, while RO is filtering out all of this life 
essential minerals. RO water is not a nutrition. Microfiltration also 
needs no membranes and intensive maintenance.

PLUS MICROFILTRATION

The water is disinfected after the microfiltration with on demand- 
producing the chlorine needed for disinfection out of the minerals in 
the water by an electrolysis process. 

The system is producing between 0,3 and 3 mg Chlorine and is   
usually providing a residual concentration of 0.1 to 1.5 mg.

AUTOMATIC DISINFECTION

The system is fully automatically   
reacting to changing water infections 
or infections in the water storage 
or in the piping system and adopts 
the  production of the disinfectant 
depending on the raw water quality. 
This life saving feature is provided 
only by GWT.
 
No other system on the market 
is    currently able to perform this. It 
is done by controlling several water                   
potential every minute and using 
these signal data for the production of 
the disinfectant.

AUTOMATIC 
ADJUSTMENT

We can use solar energy, but can also have 
on grid production. Even a car battery is     
giving enough energy.

ENERGY SUPPLY

In some cases additional filters or equipment will be integrated 
in the GWT system, depending on the raw water availability (iron           
filtration, softener, mineralizer, carbon filters…). 
A water test is required to define the needs. Locations connected to 
the public water supply can use the public water and disinfect it by 
the GWT system.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
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One unit produces up to 8.760.000 liter residual disinfected water per year, depending on the raw water quality, up 
to 24.000 liters every day. For bigger needs we integrate more disinfection units or provide a decentralized water 
supply (necessary when there is a poor quality of the pipes) which is able to be monitored online. This  is serving 240 
people with 100 liter safe, disinfected water for drinking, consumption and hygene every day, or 120.000 people 
with 2 liter safe, disinfected water every day for drinking.

CAPACITY

The maintenance is made extraordinarily easy; it needs a lemon (to 
clean the electrolysis cell) and a tooth brush (to clean the filters). There 
are no wearing parts; all plug in´s and connections are made that the 
system can be also maintained by technically not experienced people. 
This is a main cause to reassure the long term real running time.

MAINTENANCE

Through the monitoring ability you can remotely control the functions 
of the system, track the system but also shut down and block the system 
in case of payment issues.

REMOTE CONTROL

The system needs 0,2kW/h to disinfect 1000 liter (in comparison RO 
needs 12 kW/h, boiling 92kW/h). This 200W can be produced by solar 
energy.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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OPERATIONS

We are monitoring and controlling 
the water quality by sensors in the 
storage tanks. All other system 
and component data as well as the      
water production is controlled per-
manently. 

The data are transferred via an 
integrated GSM module to any 
computer or mobile set online. 

This creates reduced costs for       
maintenance and provides data  
storage for safety and insurance 
reasons. In case of a malfunction 
automatically a customized alarm 
is set.

MONITORING

It is German technology inside and developed as solid that we 
expect a 20 year  lifetime, as the lifetime of the water pump is 
depending on the raw water quality. The first prototyps are still 
operating without major problems.

LIFETIME

The system is hightech but small, the weight is only 45 kg. This is saving transport cost, especially when sent by airfreight; 
the installation will be under advice of GWT technicians and  takes about 1 hr., also the pre-installation is depending on the 
circumstances.  

It is a plug and play system. The training for operation and maintenance takes max. 1 day.

HANDLING & 
INSTALLATION

OPERATIONS

«People are concerned about disinfection by heavy 
metals qnd trace substances but still today get sick of 
diarrhea and even die of cholera. Pathogen removals 
is the most important concern to assure safe drinking      
water conditions.»

 John Fawell - WHO
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«Safe tap water. Everywhere. Anytime.
We eliminate water born deseases…to make the 

world a better place ! »
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The system is producing the water with almost no run-
ning costs, because it doesn’t need grid energy (although 
it can use it if available) and no addition of chemicals. 
Through the usage of the GSM monitoring we save 
manpower for preventative maintenance.  The cost for 
laboratory          testing is strongly reduced.

Through the innovative design and the 10 year experience 
we can supply the system for a price that is compatible to 
all comparable systems on the market. 
Through the almost zero operation cost we provide an  
unbeatable price for the produced water (depending on 
the raw water). The cost per person for consuming 100 
liter safe, disinfected, healthy water every day is only 
20 USD per year, including the initial investment. This is       
unbeatable cheap.

OPERATION COSTS

SYSTEM PRICE

The system creates a big amount of savings, 
beginning with the unbeatable price for 
safe and disinfected water, the reduced 
maintenance costs, the reduced laboratory costs, the 
reduced costs for preventative maintenance, and no 
direct or indirect costs for membranes or chemicals. 

In a macroeconomic term it reduces costs 
for healthcare, it reduces lost working time 
through diseases caused by infected water and 
reduced piping maintenance as the residual 
disinfection is also handling the biofilms in the piping 
system. It assures that there is no infection  caused 
by infected water pipes  or infected water taps.

SAVINGS

We save with one system up to 522 t/CO2 per year.

CO2
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Beside the increase of the sales price of houses, condominium buildings and hotel rooms by providing “European 
Standard” water out of every water tap, and beside the benefits for public institutions by taking the social responsi-
bility and providing safe and disinfected water to the citizens there are many other business models that are in 
alignment with the UN-Millennium goals and the idea of creating a better world for living by providing everybody 
safe, disinfected and affordable water.

Through Corporate Social Res-
ponsibility projects companies 
can contribute to safe drinking 
water supply in developing 
countries or increase the bud-
get of schools, communities or 
hospitals by selling water to the 
public. Through these initiatives 
companies or families can reduce 
infections by Cholera, Typhus, 
Malaria and Diarrhea and in-
crease the life time of people.

CSR

Producing and selling water in 20 liter bottles is a successful business model that 
creates an IRR of 78%. The production costs are 1/50 of the average sales price.

DRINKING WATER PRODUCTION

In a water Kiosk 
people can bring 
their own canis-
ters and bottles 
and buy disin-
fected  water. A 
chip card reader 
and prepaid 
cards  assure a 
safe business 
model. 

KIOSK

Through the production and selling of bottled water a community can increase their income for social projects. 
A school can earn additional budgets for teaching materials by selling bottled water.

An additional mineralizer can create the own unique taste of mineral or even sparkling water. With a bottle 
fill up station hotels, communities or others can create their own water brand. Bottle washing equipment will 
allow the reuse of glass bottles.

BRANDED WATER

SOCIAL ENTREPREUNERSHIP 
MODEL

Through the CO2 saving 
and through Gold Standard 
projects companies can 
reduce their carbon footprint.

CARBON 
FOOTPRINT
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CONTACT

MEET THE TEAM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wolfgang Kraus - Executive Director
Ralph Bohnstedt - Chief Technical Officer
Ekasith Vongchatcharn - Technical Consultant
Louise Pépin - Marketing and Communication Officer
Kanchana Chansuwan - Administrative Officer

CONTACT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GERMAN WATER TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
info@germanwatertechnologies.com
www.germanwatertechnologies.com
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